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Hi, Shawn! The Unforgettable Logan Foster was such a blast to read! Tell us about 
how the story came to be. I’ve always had an affinity for stories where people 
take perceived shortcomings and turn them into strengths; outsiders who just 
happen to have the perfect mix of qualities to survive and thrive in an unlikely 
situation. So when I first got an inkling about telling the story of an orphan who 
discovers his foster parents are superheroes, I found myself asking “Who is the 
kid who would somehow be the least likely to get ‘picked’ but also be the most 
likely to fit into a family full of superpower people?” At the time, I was spending 
a lot of time with my best friend and his son who is on the Autism Spectrum. 
When our families would watch sports or play games together, I was amazed by 
how his mind worked. He knew all the rules. He was very versed in the facts. As 
adults, we couldn’t get away with giving an easy, partially correct answer. Was 
it frustrating at times? Sure. But I’m just as sure we were frustrating to him when 
we gave him incomplete information. And that’s where I got the idea that a 
character with that combination of curiosity and perceptiveness would be an 
amazing person to put into a new family where the folks were trying to have a 
“normal” life while hiding their superhuman nature. 

That’s awesome. Logan has a photographic memory, which really comes in 
handy (sometimes)! Is that a skill you’d like to have? If not, do you have a 
dream super skill? First, let me be clear that a truly photographic memory like 
Logan has doesn’t exist on this planet as far as I know. That said,  I’ll admit 
that when I was growing up, I had elements of an eidetic memory, which was 
definitely part of my inspiration for Logan. I remember being in class and the 
teacher asking a question or giving us a quiz and sometimes, I not only knew 
the answer from studying the book or my notes… I could see where on the 
page the word or number or chart was. It was a skill that served me really well 
and infuriated my close friends when it came time to cram for finals. That said, 
if I could have a traditional superpower, I’d likely choose one of two. The first is 
the ability to fly. I’m afraid of heights, but I think if I knew I could fly, that would 
go away real quick. The other is telekinesis, the ability to move things with my 
mind. It would revolutionize everything from my golf game to all the times I 
forget something in the other room.

Who is your all time favorite superhero and your favorite super villain? I was 
always a Thor guy growing up. I read a ton of mythology and played a lot of 
Dungeons and Dragons when I was a pre-teen, so he wasn’t just a superhero. 
He was also a deity that I could follow, emulate or even fight in the game, 
with all kinds of stories that weren’t in the comics. So the smashing together 
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